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ABSTRACT
This document presents a new methodology to detect and characterize sea ice leads with
infrared satellite data. Leads are fractures in the ice cover that may be new and unfrozen or
covered with thin ice. They play a critical role in the exchange of mass and energy between the
ocean and atmosphere in the polar regions, particularly in the Arctic. Using the 11 µm
brightness temperature, this algorithm derives thermal contrast in cloud-free regions and
creates a mask of potential lead pixels. This algorithm identifies and characterizes leads with a
combination of image processing techniques that examine shape characteristics. We use data
from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) to assess the spatial and
temporal distributions of Arctic sea ice leads and their changes from 2003 to 2018. A new
product can be used to identify lead characteristics (width, orientation, and spatial
distribution), and their trends. From an operational perspective, knowledge of lead
characteristics can aid in navigation, with direct benefits to security, subsistence hunting, and
recreation.

1. Introduction
Leads are elongated fractures (cracks) in the sea ice cover. They form under stresses due to
atmospheric winds and ocean currents (Smith et al., 1990). The open water refreezes as it is
exposed to a cold atmosphere, so leads may contain unfrozen water or ice of varying
thicknesses. They may be a few meters or a few kilometers in width and may be tens of
kilometers in length. In comparison to ice-covered regions, leads provide a significant amount
of heat and moisture to the Arctic atmosphere (Alam and Curry 1995; Maykut, 1987). While
leads may occupy a relatively small area of pack ice (e.g. 1-2% of an area), the open waters
provide a significant source of heat and moisture to the atmosphere, particularly during winter.
They are also important for navigation and wildlife.
The long-term distribution of leads in sea ice and how these distributions might be changing is
not well known. With the rapid thinning of the ice pack over the last few decades, along with
the reduction in sea ice area and the recent increase in sea ice velocity (Hakkinen et al., 2008),
we hypothesize that we will see a change in the lead distributions and properties from earlier
studies, and likely in the time period of MODIS since 2003. Knowledge of this distribution of
leads is important of climate and energy budget studies of the Arctic region.
Recent satellite observations show dramatic changes in the Arctic sea ice, including a trend of
shrinking sea ice extent and area over the last decade and a thinning of the sea ice. The ICESat
and future ICESat-2 NASA missions contribute to these finding. The ICESat missions seek to
determine inter-annual and long-term changes in polar ice-sheet volume to sufficient accuracy
to assess their impact on global sea level (Zwally et al., 2002). The AMSR-E instrument on
NASA’s Aqua mission, and now AMSR2 on Japan’s GCOM-W1 satellite, aid in the monitoring of
1

sea ice extent and motion. Categorizing leads, including area coverage, frequencies, length and
orientation, will contribute to these missions in the study of Arctic sea ice.
Leads impact climate in a number of ways. Leads have a lower albedo than the surrounding ice,
and thus absorb more solar energy than surrounding ice. An increase in the ice leads can warm
water beneath the leads and increase the melting of the surround ice. When leads open, the
warmer ocean water releases heat and moisture into the atmosphere and impact the
atmospheric structure and cloud properties above. Comparison of results from this proposal
with trends in other Arctic sea ice properties (e.g. thickness, coverage, movement) and in
atmospheric parameters (e.g. wind speed and direction) will help understand the ice dynamics
under changing environment conditions, and interactions of climate system components.
One of NASA’s science objectives is to address the question: “How and why are Earth’s climate
and the environment changing?” This algorithm provides a data archive of Artic Ocean sea ice
lead characteristics that can help answer this question. Observations of sea ice lead
characteristics provide information on changes in the sea ice and their response to atmospheric
and oceanic forcing. Understanding these responses should ultimately enable more accurate
climate predictions and characterizations of uncertainties. Recent observed declines in ice
extent and area result from a warming of the atmosphere and ocean, which drives a decrease
in ice thickness and perhaps an expansion of leads, even though there might be more ice
production during winter as ice reforms in the leads. To fully understand this dynamic between
the Arctic sea ice area and thickness, the number and area coverage of leads and atmosphere
and ocean circulations, we need to measure the general distribution of leads and determine
how this distribution has been changing. We begin this with the development of an algorithm
to achieve those measurements.

1.1. Purpose of This Document
This document provides a high-level description of the physical basis for detecting and
estimating characteristics of sea ice leads using infrared satellite data. It describes the
algorithm, demonstrates applications, and provides example data sets.

1.2. Who Should Use This Document
The intended users of this document are those interested in understanding the physical basis
and technical implementation of this algorithm, and how to use the output of this algorithm for
a particular application. This document also provides information for implementing,
maintaining, and potentially improving the original algorithm.

1.3. Revision History
Version 1.0 is the first delivered version of the ATBD.
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2. Instrument Description
The leads detection algorithm is applied to data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites. MODIS instrument has broad
spectral range (36 bands between 0.415–14.235 μm), high spatial resolution (250 m for 5
bands, 500 m for 5 bands, and 1000 m for 29 bands), frequent observations of polar regions (28
times a day for Terra and Aqua satellites), and low thermal band instrument noise (roughly 0.1
K for a 300 K scene) (Ackerman et al. 1998). MODIS cloud mask are developed by Ackerman et
al. (1998) and has been improved in the polar regions (Liu et al. 2004; Frey et al. 2008). The
MODIS level-2 cloud mask (MOD35_L2 for Terra and MYD35_L2 for Aqua) provides cloud cover
with four confidence levels: confident clear, probably clear, uncertain/probably cloudy, and
cloudy. Clear sky in this algorithm includes MODIS pixels of confident-clear and probably-clear
in MODIS level-2 cloud mask.

3. Algorithm Description
In the MODIS sea ice leads algorithm, thermal contrast is calculated and used to form a daily
composite from which image analysis methods detect and then characterize leads. This section
describes the algorithm in detail.

3.1. Algorithm History
Our initial approach relied on the Key et al. (1993, 1994) algorithm, which located lead pixels in
a binary image, grew lead fragments from connected lead pixels, connected lead fragments into
lead objects, then determined the widths and orientations of the objects through a regression
analysis. While developed for LandSat, which has limited coverage of the polar ice caps, the
methodology is portable to other optical sensors, such as AVHRR and the NASA MODIS imagers.
AVHRR and MODIS have better spatial and temporal coverage but lack the spatial resolution of
LandSat.
Key et al. (1993, 1994) and Key (1994) explored the sensitivity of lead detection to
measurement scale (pixel size). It was found that measurement scale has a significant effect on
derived lead width distributions, where leads smaller than 250 m disappear from the
distribution when pixel size increases beyond 320 m. However, this depends strongly on the
contrast between the lead and the surrounding ice. A large thermal contrast, as would be
expected in the winter, maintains the detectability of the lead with larger pixel sizes, though its
derived width may increase. Key et al. (1993) and Stone and Key (1993) took this further by
demonstrating the complexity of lead detection when varying atmospheric conditions are
combined with measurement scale. They quantified the “critical contrast” needed to detect
leads as a function of the optical depths of aerosols, ice crystal precipitation, and cirrus cloud, in
combination with varying pixel size.

3

3.2. Algorithm Overview
The Aqua and Terra MODIS granules of level-2 cloud mask and 11 µm brightness temperature
north of 66.5N are collected and remapped to a 1 km grid, Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid
version 2 (EASE2-Grid), using a nearest neighbor approach. The leads detection algorithm next
identifies cloud-free ice-covered pixels over ocean water. Cloud screening is done using the
MODIS cloud mask (MxD35) (Ackerman et al. 1998; Frey et al. 2008). The algorithm performs a
series of test on the 11 µm brightness temperature, described in further detail in Section 3.6.

A daily composite is defined in a 1 km grid to record the number of overpasses that pass the
thermal tests. From the daily threshold count, leads are identified using a number of image
processing techniques. Finally, leads characteristics are derived from the subset of locations
that have passed the initial leads detection tests. Figure 1 is a flowchart that summarizes the
algorithm.

4

Figure 1. Leads algorithm flowchart. The numbers correspond to section numbers that further describe each
step.

3.3. Data Collection
All Aqua and Terra level-2 overpasses are collected from January through April where at least
half of the granule is north of 66.5⁰ latitude from the year of 2003 through 2018. The Level-1
11µm (band 31) brightness temperatures, cloud mask, and geolocation files were acquired from
the Level-1 and Atmosphere Archive & Distribution System (LAADS) Distributed Active Archive
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Center (DAAC), Located in the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland
(https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/).

3.4. Cloud Mask
Cloud screening is done using the cloud mask (MxD35) (Ackerman et al. 1998; Frey et al. 2008).
When the solar zenith angle is less than 85 degrees, the unmodified cloud mask is used,
elsewhere the mask is modified using a spatial filter to remove clouds for night-time overpasses
(Fraser and Massom 2009). The cloud mask mean is calculated from a square window of a
width of 5-pixels. When less than half of all the pixels in the window are clouds, the center pixel
is re-classified as clear. An example cloud mask from 15 February 2018 at 0545 UTC is shown in
Figure 2, where the cloud masked regions reclassified as clear by the spatial filter are
highlighted in green, blue, and red; clear regions are black; and white flagged cloudy. A
threshold of 50% was chosen (green and blue changed from cloudy to clear, red remains
cloudy) in order to reduce most thin spatially features from the cloud mask while also
preserving the cloud edges. This filter is important because several of the features flagged as
clouds by the operational MODIS cloud mask at night appear to be leads. Only cloud pixels
after the application of the spatial filter (white and red in Figure 2) are disqualified from lead
detection. For reference, a map showing where this case is located in the Arctic is shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 2. MODIS-TERRA cloud mask image from 15 February 2018, at 0545UTC. The original cloud mask defines
clouds as all non-black areas; a spatial filter is applied to remove thin features from the mask. In green 25% or
less of the local mean is cloudy, 50% or less of the local mean is cloudy in blue – these regions are removed from
the night-time cloud mask. In red 75% or less of the local mean is cloudy – these regions remain classified as
cloudy.
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Figure 3. Map of region of interest used for case study example.

3.5. Ocean Mask
Lead detection are limited to oceans. Land and fresh-water area are eliminated from lead
detection by this algorithm.
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3.6. Thermal Contrast
There is relatively little thermal contrast across frozen water features (ice and ice-covered
snow), whereas there often is a sharp contrast between frozen and open water. A pixel is
identified as a possible lead if the brightness temperature is less than 271 K. The threshold of
271K was chosen because, as shown in Figure 4, warmer brightness temperatures are more
likely to be rejected due to geometric testing. Brightness temperatures warmer than 271K tend
to be contaminated by artifacts from (warm) cloud mask detection omission errors or else it
may be open water without any nearby sea ice (not a lead). There is also a contrast test
procedure similar to what Willmes and Heinemann (2015) describe as part of their algorithm.
For each pixel, the mean and standard deviation of brightness temperature for a region of
25x25 pixels – centered on the point of interest - are calculated. To define a potential lead, a
cloud-free, water pixels must have an 11 µm brightness temperature minus the mean
brightness temperature greater than 1.5K and greater than the local window standard
deviation. Our technique deviates from Willmes and Heinemann (2015) as we are using the 11
µm brightness temperature rather than the derived ice surface temperature product. Also, we
constrain the MODIS scan angle to 30 degrees; beyond 30 degrees we do not attempt to
retrieve leads due to the degradation of spatial resolution. An example 11 µm brightness
temperature image is shown in Figure 5 and the corresponding pixels flagged as potential leads
after thermal contrast test is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Histogram of 11µm brightness temperature where leads (top) and rejected leads (bottom) are found.
For this example, no constant temperature is applied (only thermal contrast tests). Leads are identified only by
thermal the local window mean and standard deviation tests; leads can be rejected due to geometric tests
(described in Section 3.8).
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Figure 5. MODIS-TERRA BT31 image from 15 February 2018 at 0545UTC. Notice leads are readily apparent as
bright (warm) features relative to the darker (colder) ice and clouds.
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Figure 6. MODIS-TERRA potential lead mask from the case study overpass from 0545 UTC on 15 February, 2018.
Potential leads are in black, clouds are white, land is brown and the scan angle block out is illustrated in red.
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3.7. Compositing Granules
After running the thermal contrast technique for each MODIS overpass, a daily composite
image is generated using a 1 km Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid version 2 (EASE2-Grid). This
composite mask is generated as a count of potential leads (the number of overpasses where
thermal contrast detected a potential lead), an example is shown in Figure 7. In addition to the
composite count, composites of the number of cloudy and total overpasses each location are
generated – these counts will help in later steps to establish detection confidence. An example
is shown in Figure 8, where the majority of the potential leads (from Figure 7) are found in
regions with 6 or more clear overpasses (green).
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Figure 7: The number of overpasses when a potential lead is detected on 15 February 2018 in the Beaufort Sea.
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Figure 8: Daily composite of the number of cloud-free overpasses with a MODIS scan angle less than 30 degrees
on 15 February 2018 in the Beaufort Sea.
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3.8. Lead Detection
The leads detection algorithm begins by defining potential leads as any 1km2 grid point from
the daily composite mask where the thermal contrast of the 11 µm brightness temperature
minus the mean brightness temperature greater 1.5 K and greater than the local window
standard deviation.

3.8.1.

Region Identification

The first step in the image processing utilizes the IDL label_region function. From the mask of
all points where the thermal contrast is met one or more times, the IDL function assigns a
unique region number for every object in the mask – where an object is defined as a group of
more than two connected pixels. Once the region numbers are defined, the processing begins
to loop through the image until all regions greater than 2 pixels in area have been processed
(regions with only one or two points are rejected for being too small). The processing loop
begins by selecting the largest remaining object, a search window is defined around the largest
remaining object until the selection window is 750 by 750 km. The leads detection algorithm
will process all potential leads within the selection window except for any potential leads that
occur along or spanning across the boundary of the selection window (these boundary regions
are ignored temporarily and will be processed in a later loop iteration). The algorithm
continues to process the domain until all potential lead objects have been processed. The end
result is a binary raster mask that records a processing code for each location and a text log file
(described in 3.7.4.2).

3.8.2.

Sobel Filter

For each selection window, the leads algorithm performs the following steps. First, a Sobel
(1970) image filter is applied to the mask of the potential leads. This image filter helps to
identify and connect linear features that might not be continuous in the native mask. This helps
identify leads that may have sub-resolution elements along their path. The label_region
function is used again, this time to define unique region numbers for each connected object in
the Sobel filter mask. The processing logic starts with the largest Sobel filter mask region object
and continues until all objects have been processed.

3.8.3.

Preliminary Shape Tests

To improve processing speed, some preliminary tests are executed to exclude some objects
based on shape. These tests are done because the Hough Transform (described in section
3.8.4) is computationally expensive, so some quick tests are used to reduce the number of
times the Hough Transform is called.
15

3.8.3.1.

Cloud Test

The first test excludes regions with too few repeat detections of a potential lead within the day;
if more than 90% of the potential lead object area was observed two or fewer times within a
day, the region is flagged (code 55) and no further processing is done. This test removes
features that are most likely cloud contaminated (cloud cover may have limited the number of
clear observations or else the cloud mask may have omission errors in a small number of
overpasses that may result in artificially higher thermal contrast due to cloud contamination).

3.8.3.2.

Width Test

Next, a test is run to test the approximate width of the region. The region area must be greater
than 3 pixels (or else it will fail to have a valid line segment); the length of the diagonal line that
connects the opposing corners of a rectangle that encompass the region divides the object
area. Any region with an approximate width of greater than 60 km is flagged (code 62) as a nonlead feature.

3.8.3.3.

Sub-region Tests

If a potential lead has passed the preliminary screening, then all remaining objects with an area
greater than 3 points are subjected to more testing. First, the original mask is compared against
the Sobel filtered mask to count the number of disconnected objects in the original mask that
correspond to the single potential lead object region from the Sobel filter. A code non-lead flag
(code 50) is assigned if an object has more than 1 sub-region, more than half of the object area
is made up of sub-regions of less than 5 km2, and there are less than five but more than two
large (area greater than or equal to 5 km2) sub-regions.

3.8.3.3.1. Symmetric Test
After testing for too many disconnected sub-regions, the next step tests the object symmetry.
To do this, a box is defined around the potential lead object and if the object area in each of the
four quadrants is within +/-5% of 25% then the object is classified (code 51) as too symmetric
and therefore not a lead.

3.8.3.3.2. Radial Test
Similarly, if too much of an object area falls within a circle drawn over the object, it is rejected
as being too circular. The circle is defined at the center of the object with a radius of half of the
distance spanned in the x and y directions. And, if more than half of the object points are
within 1.5km of the edge of the circle, then the object is too circular and rejected (code 52).

3.8.4.

Hough Transform

If a potential lead object has passed the preliminary shape tests described in section 3.8.3, the
next test is to apply a Hough Transform (Billard, 1981) to identify the longest linear feature
within the region of interest.
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3.8.4.1.

Short Hough Line

If the Hough line has less than or equal to 3 points the region is classified as a non-lead (code
53) because the Hough line is too short.

3.8.4.2.

Hough Line Region

If the Hough line is longer than 3 points, then calculate the length of the longest continuous line
segment from the subset of points common between the Hough line and potential lead region.
Then, define a region from the longest line segment find all of the potential lead points that are
connected continuously with the line segment. This newly defined region is the sub-region that
will be tested as the potential lead region. Calculate the area and length of the longest line
segment within the sub-region – as it may be longer than the length the Hough line segment. If
the sub-region area is greater than 2 points, a few final tests are run to classify the region as a
lead or non-lead. First, a lead code (code 100) is assigned to the output mask to all points that
have made it this far in the processing. Some final tests are only applied that could potentially
change the mask code. Processing is done to only the largest remaining lead sub-region and
regardless of the outcome of the tests, the rest of the potential lead object is processed until no
more valid Hough line segment regions are found. After all of the tests described in this
section, the results are written to a log file for decoding purposes. The output includes an
identifier for the region number and the sub-region number, the start and end x and y
coordinates as well as the latitude and longitude, the great circle object length, width, area,
Hough line segment length, and the processing code. The text product for users will be
generated in the characterization process described in section 3.9.

3.8.4.2.1. Segment Width Test
There is a set of two criteria to reject a sub-region of a potential lead as being too wide. First, is
the width test – or region area defined in section 3.8.4.2 divided by length – is greater than 25
km2. And second, if the ratio of sub-region area divided by the product of the span in the x
multiplied by the span in the y direction is greater 1/5. If both conditions are true, the subregion is flagged (code 61) as being too wide.

3.8.4.2.2. Segment Cloud Test
Similar the test in section 3.8.3.1, a cloud test is performed on the Hough line segment object. If
more than 90% of the sub-region area was detected in less than or equal to two overpasses,
then the sub-region is flagged (code 55) and rejected as a lead.

3.8.4.2.3. Segment Length and Width Test
Another test is used where the great circle length is calculated for the start and end point of the
sub-region. The distance divided by the sub-region width (as calculated by area divided by
length), and if the length to width ratio is less than 2, the region is flagged (code 101) as a lead
with poor confidence.
17

3.8.4.2.4. Segment Area
The last test flags (code 56) all sub-regions with an area less than 5 km2 as being too small. The
reason the threshold is set to 5 km2 for this test and 2 km2 at the test in section 3.8.4.2 is so
that the leads rejected for being too small (between 5 km2 and 2 km2) will be recorded in a
processing log text file; the regions smaller than 2km2 are not recorded in the log.

3.9. Lead Characterization
A second processing loop is used for lead characterization. The input for this processing is the
mask that was described in section 3.8.1. The final product will be a raster mask described in
section 4.1 and a text product described in section 4.2.

3.9.1.

Region Identification

As in the lead detection process, the label_region function is used to identify and number each
region where the detection technique identified a good quality lead (code 100). An erode
function is applied to the label mask so that the every 1 km2 pixel on the edge of each region is
removed. The result is a mask that has more disconnected regions than the original mask;
these regions are lead branch segments. Each of these smaller branch regions are numbered
(via the label_region function) and then via the dilate function the regions are grown back their
original size. The branches are processed in a loop.

3.9.2.

Lead Branch Processing

The branch processing loop process starts by identifying the remaining branch with the largest
area. Similar to the lead identification loop, the characterization loop uses a window centered
around the largest remaining lead branch object. If the ratio of branch area divided by length is
greater than 60 km2 then the window is the size of the lead branch, otherwise a 750 km by 750
km window that is centered on the largest remaining lead branch is used. For each processing
window, there is a loop to processes each branch (except lead branches that are on the
boundary of a search window – they are processed in a window when they are not on the
boundary).

3.9.2.1.

Lead Branch Edge Calculations

For each lead branch, the edge of the region is defined by applying the erode function to
remove the edge from the region, and then subtracting the eroded mask from the original
mask. The start and end point of the lead branch is found by finding the set of coordinates that
are the furthest distance apart. The great circle distance and azimuth angle are calculated from
the start and end points. Dividing the segment area by great circle length derives the segment
width. The region code for start and end points of the branch is recorded to more readily locate
leads as a function of region – while noting that some leads may span across region boundaries.
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3.9.2.2.

Lead Branch Output

After all of the calculations described in section 3.9.2.1, the results are written to an ASCII file.
The file contains a count variable to identify each branch, the start and end coordinates (x, y,
longitude, and latitude), length, azimuth, width area, and the region code that corresponds to
the start and end point of the branch. Note that lead branches that are only 1km2 do not have a
valid azimuth angle because these are points instead of line segments.

4. Leads Products
The final leads products consist of a raster image showing the location of each processed lead
and a text product describing the location of each lead segment.

4.1. Raster Product Description
The derivation of the raster product output is described in section 3.8.4.2. The mask has 1 km
resolution and contains the codes described in Table 1.
Mask code
10
50
51
52
53
55
56
61
62
100
101

Mask Color [R,G,B]
230,230,230
125,0,125
0,0,125
0,125,0
250,0,250
166,166,166
255,128,0
0,255,0
255,0,0
255,255,255
255,255,0
150,75,0

Description
Thermal contrast threshold not met
Too many disconnected sub regions
Too symmetric
Too radial
No good Hough line
Cloudy
Too small
Too wide
Preliminary width too wide
Lead
Low confidence lead; too wide for length
Land

Table 1: Mask code description.

4.1.1.

Raster Product Examples

An example of a raster product image is shown below in Figure 9. Refer to Table 1 for the color
code for each mask color.
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Figure 9: Leads results from 15 February 2018 in the Beaufort Sea. Accepted leads are black.
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4.2. Text Product Description
The derivation of the text product is described in section 3.9.2.2.

4.2.1.

Text Product Examples

An example of text product image is shown below in Table 1. Refer to section 3.9.2.2 for a
description of the fields. For brevity only the first 20 (out of 18703) leads are shown.

Table 2: Example text product, the first 20 leads from 15 February 2018.

5. Assumptions and Limitations
The algorithm does not perform well along the edge of the sea ice; it is hard to draw the
distinction between a lead and open water. Using a threshold of an 11 µm brightness
temperature of 271K and below will result in the omission of leads with warm water. This is
done to minimize the amount of contamination from warm clouds and maximize the detection
of leads with sub-resolution ice. This threshold will be re-evaluated in future work using the
375m resolution I-band on VIIRS.
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Clouds limit detection of leads. Thermal contrast is not calculated when the cloud mask
identifies a cloud. The cloud mask is known to have lower accuracy in polar regions (e.g. Liu et
al., 2004; Ackerman et al., 2008). Cloud and cloud shadows that are not identified by the cloud
mask can be misidentified as open water and cause false lead detections. Similarly, open water
features can be misidentified as clouds by the cloud mask and are thereby omitted from lead
detection. Additionally, leads trends may be difficult to identify due to clouds. Cloud
development may be enhanced due to the formation of leads (giving the atmosphere a source
of moisture and lift – due to the water being warmer than the neighboring ice and air). And so
if cloud coverage is increasing, it may be that leads are becoming more frequent, but the cloud
coverage would make leads more difficult to detect (due to decreased number of clear
overpasses).
This leads detection technique does not take into account ice thickness. The product does not
predict where leads may likely develop nor where leads may have previously existed. Similarly,
the algorithm does not make an attempt to track leads for either persistence or movement.
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